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Abstract
We made use of the new ACS/WFC subarray images of CAL-14410, taken taken with a
large range of flash exposure times (0.1–30 seconds), to probe the temporal stability of the
reference flash file and to validate the current post-flash correction pipeline of CALACS and

ACS DESTRIPE PLUS on the new subarray modes. No statistically-significant deviations are
found between the new post-flashed subarray exposures and the flash reference file, indicating

that the LED lamp used to post-flash ACS images has been stable over several years. The
current calibration pipelines (both CALACS and ACS DESTRIPE PLUS can be successfully used

with the new subarray modes.

1. Introduction

In an effort to improve the overall calibration performance of subarray images taken

with the Wide-Field Channel of the Advanced Camera for Surveys (ACS/WFC), a new set
of subarray modes has been made available since cycle 24 (see Golimowski et al. 2017).
These new subarray modes are characterized by readout patterns with the same number

of serial transfers and the same timing as the full-frame split-serial register readout. This
solution guarantees the bias gradients in the subarrays and in the full-frame to be the same

for each quadrant. In addition, both the pixel-based Charge-Transfer Efficiency (CTE)

1Copyright c⃝ 2003 The Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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correction (Anderson & Bedin 2010) and the post-flashed, dark-correction algorithms of
CALACS (e.g., Ogaz, Chiaberge, & Grogin 2014), developed for full-frame images, can be
successfully applied to all new subarray modes, without the need of extra calibration

observations and ad-hoc tools.

The new subarray modes are offered for all four amplifiers (A, B, C, D) with the
following configuration: 2K has 2048×2048 pixels2, 1K has 2048×1014 pixels2, and 512
has 2048×512 pixels2. Each mode is adjacent to the readout register of each amplifier.

The name of the new subarray apertures are of the form ChipAmp-Size, so that, e.g.,
WFC1B-1K refers to the WFC1 chip, amplifier B, 1024×1024 pixels2.

In 2016, a set of post-flashed subarray images were acquired (CAL-14410, PI: D.

Golimowski) primarily to: (1) confirm that the CTE characteristics of the full-frame readout
and of the new subarray readouts are the same (by examining deferred charge from hot
pixels as a function of background signal); and (2) to update the original pixel-based CTE

correction (Anderson & Bedin 2010) that is currently implemented in the CALACS and
ACS DESTRIPE PLUS pipelines. These subarray images were post-flashed in order to fill in

charge traps so to mitigate CTE defects. The post-flash illumination is provided by the
LED lamp Opto Diode OD-800W1, mounted in between the CCDs and the filter wheel, and
is added after the images have been accumulated, but before they are read out.

Besides the two primary goals mentioned above, there are several other possible

calibrations that can benefit from these post-flashed subarray exposures. In this report, we
use these CAL-14410 images as a proxy to analyze the reference-flash illumination-pattern
and temporal stability (Ogaz, Chiaberge, & Grogin 2014).

2. Analysis

Figure 1 shows a panoramic view of the main characteristics of the post-flashed

subarray images of CAL-14410. Each point represents an exposure in the flash time
(Tflash versus orbit number plane. The Tflash is given both in units of electrons at the

center of the illumination pattern and in seconds2. Points are color-coded according to the
corresponding amplifier (A=blue, B=green, C=yellow, D=red), and have a different shape
to distinguish between different subarray modes (square=2K, triangle=1K, cross=512).

This color/shape convention will be used throughout the report. There are a total of 88

1http://pdf1.alldatasheet.com/datasheet-pdf/view/235290/OPTODIODE/OD-800W.html

2The illumination pattern at the edges of the WFC detectors is about 30–40% less than the peak value
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Fig. 1.— Flash time versus orbit number for the 88 post-flashed subarray images of CAL-
14410 used in this report. Different colors and shapes correspond to different amplifiers and

subarray modes. See the text for details.

post-flashed exposures. In addition (not shown in Fig. 1), four bias exposures were taken for
each amplifier/mode configuration, together with a single 2K-mode dark subarray (i.e., no

post-flashed) for each amplifier, and four full-frame images (three bias and one post-flashed
dark), for a grand total of 144 exposures. Full-frame and non-bias, non-flashed exposures

are not used in the following analysis and will not be mentioned again in this report.

For a series of reasons (all explained below), we had to analyze the data from scratch

three times. The main results of this ISR come from the last iteration. For completeness,
in what follows we are also including a detailed description of the reduction procedures and
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data analysis of the first two iterations.

2.1. Preliminary quick-look at the data

When the CAL-11410 program was executed (May 2016), the Operation Pipeline
Unified System (OPUS), i.e., the telemetry processing system used to convert the telemetry
from HST into standard raw FITS files, was still unable to handle the telemetry of the

new subarray modes. One of us (D. Golimowski) successfully converted the telemetry of
these exposures into raw-like FITS files. The header of these files, while including all the

necessary pieces of information for manual pre-reduction purposes, does not contain most of
the standard keywords that are used by the calibration pipelines. As a result, CALACS and
ACS DESTRIPE PLUS were unable to process the new subarray images when we first started

analyzing the data.

These raw-like files have a different number of extensions and a different unsigned
bit-per-pixel value with respect to standard raw files, and the amplifier-based coordinates
of the pixels are not re-oriented as in the raw files. In addition, no master-bias reference

file was available at the time we started analyzing the data. Therefore, we developed an
independent pre-reduction FORTRAN routine that makes use of the subarray bias files in

CAL-14410 (four for each amplifier/mode configuration) to create master biases for each
sub-array/amplifier configuration.

The official, CALACS master-bias reference file consists of two parts: a bia FITS file,
containing the low-order, quasi-static structure of the bias, and a blv file (e.g., Golimowski

et al. 2011; Grogin et al. 2011), which is used to subtract the bias level as determined
from the prescan region. Due to small-number statistics (only four bias files at disposal for

each amplifier/mode configuration), we preferred to create a single master-bias file for each
amplifier/mode instead of mimicking the bia/ blv structure generated by CALACS. This
inevitably led to some small systematic residuals due to bias correction.

To create master-bias files, we proceed as follows. First, we converted all bias raw-like

FITS files of CAL-14410 into the here-defined WJR format. This format is similar to
Anderson’s WJ2 format (Anderson & King 2006), with two differences: 1) we used a
REAL∗4 DATATYPE with BITPIX=−32 instead of an INTEGER∗2 DATATYPE; and 2)

we kept both prescan and overscan regions (for diagnostic purposes), so that WJR images
are made of 4144×4136 pixels2 instead of the 4096×4096 pixels2 of WJ2 images. Unexposed

pixels in the WJR files are flagged to the value of −100.

Then, we removed the 1/f noise (de-striping, Grogin et al. 2011) from each WJR image.
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To do so, we first computed the 2.5σ-clipped median value Mj of each j row of pixels using
all the available non-prescan pixels3. We subtracted to each of these Mj values their median
value M. Finally, we subtracted from each pixel Pi,j the corresponding 1/f-noise estimate

Sj=Mj −M.

Once the bias files have been formatted and pre-calibrated, we can proceed to create
a master bias. Because we have at our disposal only four images per amplifier/mode
configuration, a more careful approach than a simple median-combined solution must be

followed.

For each amplifier/mode configuration, we started by comparing the value of each pixel
Pi,j of the four de-striped bias files against the average value of the corresponding pixels in

the other three bias files, and rejected it if it turned out to be a 3σ outlier. The median
value of the surviving pixels is then assigned to the master-bias pixel Bi,j, which is finally
converted from counts to electrons using appropriate GAIN conversion factor.

For the dark and post-flash correction, we employed the official full-frame master-dark

reference file, with the proper “use after” pedigree, and the official full-frame, reference
flash file, and converted them into the WJR format as well.

We can now calibrate the new subarray images. Each post-flashed subarray image was
converted into the WJR format and its pixel values Pi,j were converted into electrons. We

did not apply a CTE correction to the new subarrays. The value of each subarray pixel Pi,j

is the sum of four contributors: (1) the bias Bi,j, (2) the 1/f-noise Si,j, (3) the dark current
Di,j, and (4) the amount of post-flash Fi,j. Di,j can be directly obtained by multiplying the

pixel values of the reference master-dark file by the total dark time Tdark of each subarray
image. The total dark time is the sum of two components: the commanded time and the

actual total exposure time. The keyword DARKTIME (providing the total dark time value
we need) is not present in the raw-like FITS files, so we have no information on the actual

commanded time. We therefore defined the dark time as: Tdark =Texp+Tflash +6.13 seconds,
where the exposure time Texp is given by the header keyword EXPTIME, the flash time
Tflash is given by the header keyword FLASHDUR, and the 6.13 seconds are the estimated

commanded time from full-frame images. (The newest –at the time of writing– full-frame
dark images have an average commanded time of 6.14±0.08 seconds, which is consistent to

what we had assumed.)

3Note that CALACS, on the contrary, uses only the prescan regions of all four amplifiers to remove the 1/f
noise, which has the same pattern in all four amplifiers. We did try using the values of the 24-pixel-wide
pre-scan region, but the resulting 1/f-noise correction turned out to be significantly noisier than with our
approach. The use 2048 pixels per row offered a near-perfect correction of the 1/f noise.
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The quantity of interest to this report, Fi,j, can then simply be obtained as:

Fi,j = Pi,j − Bi,j − Sj − Di,j,

and then directly compared to what the reference flash file Li,j would predict, once scaled
to the appropriate flash exposure time Tflash of each subarray image. If the reference flash

file is a good representation of the amount of post-flashed electrons in our images, we would
expect to have:

Fi,j

Li,j × Tflash

≃ 1. (1)

Hereafter, we will call as “ratio image” the i, j pixels of each GAIN-corrected, de-biased,
dark-corrected, post-flashed subarray image divided by the scaled reference flash file (i.e.,

the left side of Eqn. 1).

At odd with what we have done for the bias files, we cannot use the entire length of

each row to estimate the 1/f noise in post-flashed images, because of the presence of a
strong and non-uniform post-flash illumination pattern in most of these images. We dealt

with this problem in three different ways: 1) we simply ignored the contribution of Sj; 2)
we estimated Sj by mean of the 24-pixel-wide prescan region of each image (the CALACS

approach); and 3) via an iterative procedure, in which we preliminary corrected Sj using the

prescan region, and then fine-tuned it by analyzing the residuals Pi,j−Bi,j−Di,j−(Li,j×Tflash).
These residuals should be equal to the uncorrected amount of Sj if the reference flash file

is a perfect representation of the amount of post-flash-generated electrons in each subarray
exposure. Once the post-flash contribution is subtracted, we can use all the 2048 pixels of

each row to correct the 1/f noise as we have done for the bias files.

The three different approaches used to deal with the 1/f noise turned out to be

equivalent for the purpose of the following analysis, with all of them providing comparable
results well within the errorbars. The third approach offered more “aesthetically-pleasing”

results (i.e., a visual inspection of the WJR ratio images showed no appreciable amount of
1/f-noise residuals), and smaller errorbars. The con of the third approach is that, in case
the reference flash file does not provide a good representation of the amount of post-flashed

electrons in the subarray images, then the fine-tuned Sj correction should also contain
illumination-pattern residuals, producing illumination gradients on the ratio images.

To be less sensitive to the non-optimal bias and 1/f corrections (especially when
analyzing the results obtained with the first and second approach of dealing with the 1/f

noise), we divided each ratio image into regions of 50×50 pixels2 each, and assigned to
each such region the 2.5σ-clipped median of the values of the pixels within. Figure 2 shows

the 50×50 pixels2 regions of a WFC1A-2K flash-ratio image (Tflash=1.3 seconds). The
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Fig. 2.— Map of the median flash-ratio pixel values over 50×50 pixels2 regions for an amp-A,

2K subarray (Tflash=1.3 seconds). On the left we did not apply any 1/f-noise correction (first
approach), while on the right we applied the a-posteriori correction (third approach). The

a-posteriori correction method is able to properly correct the 1/f noise and offers smaller
region-to-region scatter.

un-corrected 1/f-noise version is on the left, and the a-posteriori corrected version is on the

right. It is clear that the a-posteriori correction method is able to properly correct the 1/f
noise and offers smaller region-to-region scatter. In what follows, we will only show the
results of the third approach of estimating Sj, but we stress here that the analyses based

on the other two approaches offered the same results, with negligible deviations from one
another, but larger overall errorbars.

In Fig. 3 we show the 50×50 pixels2 region values of the ratio images of four different
amplifier/mode configurations in the WJR reference frame. (Note that now the color-

mapping scale is in log scale.) Subarray amplifier, mode, exposure time Texp and flash time
Tflash of each ratio image are reported in the top-left corner of the corresponding quadrant.

Each 50×50 pixels2 region is color-coded according to its ratio value Fi,j/(Li,j × Tflash). The
color mapping is at the bottom of the Figure. Prescan and overscan regions are also shown,
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Fig. 3.— This figure shows the median flash-ratio pixel values (computed over 50×50 pixels2

regions) for four different subarray images (one for each amplifier). Relevant quantities for

each image are reported in each quadrant. Each 50×50 pixels2 region is color-coded according
to the 2.5σ-clipped median value of the pixels within. The median values of the regions within

each of these four ratio images is equal to unity with the errors. The color-mapping of each
region is shown on the bottom. See the text for details.
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Fig. 4.— Similar to Fig. 3, but for four images having median flash-ratio values significantly
different from unity. See the text for details.

in gray. Two white lines split the WJR frame into the four areas read by each amplifier, and

are drawn for clarity.

The four ratio images shown in Fig. 3 correspond to different amplifiers, subarray
modes, and have different Texp and Tflash. Nonetheless, the four ratio images all exhibit
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Fig. 5.— Median flash ratio as a function of the sub-array mode for the entire data set (left),

for exposures with Tflash>1 second (middle), and for exposures with Tflash>4 seconds (right).
For completeness, in the middle and right panels we are also showing excluded points in
grey. See the text for details.

Fig. 6.— Median flash ratio as a function of Tflash in the linear-linear (left) and log-log

(right) planes. The median flash ratio is high at the shortest Tflash values, then it rapidly
declines to be ∼<1 in the range 1∼<Tflash∼<8 seconds. For Tflash>8 seconds, the median flash

ratio is found to be consistent with 1. Errorbars show the 68.27 percentile of the 50×50
pixels2 region residuals around the median.

a relatively uniform distribution of region values, and the region values themselves are

all reasonably close to unity. The quoted errors in the overall RATIO value reported in
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the labels of each quadrant are computed as the 68.27th percentile of the region-value
residuals around the median. Unfortunately, the four ratio images shown in Fig. 3 are not
representative of the entire data set. For instance, we show in Fig. 4 four ratio images for

which all the region values are significantly different from unity. As small, non-uniform
illumination gradient is also present in some cases. The color mapping is the same as that

of Fig. 3.

The 2.5σ-clipped median value of the 50×50 pixels2 regions for each of the 88 ratio

images is shown in the left panel of Fig. 5 as a function of the subarray mode. The values
relative to different amplifiers have been slightly shifted, for clarity. The grey horizontal

line, at Flash ratio = 1, defines a perfect match with the reference flash file. While the
majority of points lie around the grey line, there is a significant scatter, with a few outliers

located at very high median flash-ratio values. In the middle panel we grayed out all points
for which Tflash ≤ 1 second. In the right panel we further grayed out all points for which
Tflash ≤ 4 seconds.

It is clear from the Figure all the points with high median flash ratio are removed if

the flash exposure time is long enough. We did use all the available meta-data information
contained in the raw-like image headers to look for possible correlations with the behavior
we see in Fig. 5: Texp, orbit phase, amplifier, subarray mode, CCDTEMPC, and EXPSTART. We

found no correlation in all cases.

The median flash ratio as a function of Tflash is shown in Fig. 6, using both a
linear-linear plane (left) and a log-log plane (right). All the points with high median
flash-ratio are characterized by Tflash∼<1 second, and the majority of points with median

flash-ratio<1 are found in the range 1∼<Tflash∼<8 seconds. The median flash ratio peaks at
about 1.7–1.8 at Tflash=0.1 seconds, then it decreases to about Tflash=1 second, and mildly

increases up to about Tflash=8 seconds. Images with Tflash∼>8 seconds are consistent with
having a flash ratio equal 1.

At first, we thought that a possible explanation for the high median flash ratio we
found at very short Tflash values could be due to the thermal-dissipation performance of

the Opto Diode OD-800W LED. The power output of LEDs degrades as a function of
the LED-junction temperature. Typically, high-quality domestic LED lamps make use of

heat sinks directly mounted on the LED substrate in order to provide optimal thermal
contact and stable power output. An illustrative example of the effects of different thermal
managements can be seen in Fig. 7 (from THORLABS4).

4https://www.thorlabs.com/newgrouppage9.cfm?objectgroup id=2692
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Fig. 7.— Example of how the thermal-dissipation performance of mounted LEDs can be
optimized to have a stable power output. If a heat sink is directly mounted to the LED

mount, so as to provide optimal thermal contact, the degradation of the optical output
power that can be attributed to an increase of the LED junction temperature is minimized
(from THORLABS).

Nevertheless, the trends we see in Fig. 6 reveal other odd properties. the thermal-
dissipation curve is decreasing monotonically after reaching a power output peak value

while, for instance, the median flash-ratio trends of amplifiers B, C, and D seem to reach
a minimum at Tflash∼1.5 before increasing again at longer Tflash values. In addition, the

median flash-ratio values of amplifiers B, C and D seem to actually follow a bimodal trend.

We were hoping that most of the anomalous trends we see in Fig. 6 would have

disappeared with a more appropriate reduction of the images. Therefore, we stopped here
our first-look analysis here and waited for an updated version of CALACS.

2.2. Pipeline pre-reduction of the data

In August 2016, a patch was added to CALACS and ACS DESTRIPE PLUS to include full

pre-reduction capability for the new subarray images. We reprocessed all the 88 post-flashed
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subarray images from scratch through the new CALACS and ACS DESTRIPE PLUS and started
a new analysis. CALACS is the Institute official calibration pipeline for the ACS, but it does
not correct the 1/f noise in subarray images. ACS DESTRIPE PLUS does correct the 1/f noise

in subarray images (using the first 24 columns of the pre-scan region), but its non-optimal
1/f-noise correction performance in the past made it so that ACS DESTRIPE PLUS is not

part of the official calibration pipeline (but it is available for download through the STScI
website).

A comparison of the 1/f-noise residuals in images processed by ACS DESTRIPE PLUS and
by our custom preliminary reduction software tools (third approach) showed no significant

differences. Likewise, a comparison between the computed flash ratio based on CALACS and
ACS DESTRIPE PLUS also showed no significant differences, with ACS DESTRIPE PLUS-based

median flash ratio values having smaller errorbars (see below).

The top panels of Fig. 8 show the median flash ratios as a function of Tflash obtained

using CALACS-processed images. The bottom panels are the same for ACS DESTRIPE PLUS-
processed images. This figure proves that ACS DESTRIPE PLUS is perfectly able to produce

the same results as CALACS, with the additional benefit of providing smaller errorbars
(because the 1/f noise contribution has been removed). We remind the reader that a
post-flashed image with –say– 5 seconds of post-flash has about 70 electrons added near the

center of the illumination pattern (center of the field-of-view), and about 40 electrons near
the amplifier readouts. This implies a 30-e− worth of diagonal gradient across a 2K-mode

subarray, which ACS DESTRIPE PLUS was perfectly able to handle when removing the 1/f
noise. Hereafter, we will only show the results based on ACS DESTRIPE PLUS, but keep in

mind that the official CALACS calibration pipeline offered the same results.

The amplifier-based trends of Fig. 8 have significantly less point-to-point scatter than

those shown in Fig. 6, which are based on our previous poor-man image processing. The
double-trend bimodality of amplifiers B, C and D has now disappeared. Fig. 8 still shows a

significantly high peak at the shortest Tflash time, and values lower than unity in the range
1∼<Tflash∼<8 seconds. In addition, now we can see a new type of bimodal behavior, in which
the median flash ratio values of amplifiers B and D is significantly more pronounced than

those of amplifiers A and C in the range 1∼<Tflash∼<8 (with amp-A values possibly showing
no minimum in this range).

Initially, we tried to improve the post-flash correction by least-squares fitting the
amplifier-based median flash-ratio values of Fig. 8 with 3-parameter equations of the form:

Amps A,B,D : f(x) = 1−
a1 × sinh(a2 × x− 1)

ea3×x−1
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Fig. 8.— (Top) Median flash ratios as a function of Tflash in the linear-linear (left)

and log-log (right) planes for the CALACS-processed subarray images. (Bottom) Same for
the ACS DESTRIPE PLUS-processed subarray images. ACS DESTRIPE PLUS-processed images

provides the same median flash-ratio values as the CALACS-processed images, but with smaller
errorbars.

Amp C : f(x) = 1 +
a1

a2 × x+ a3
,

where a1, a2, and a3, are the three free parameters. The best-fit curves are shown in Fig. 9
for each amplifier, together with their corresponding fitting residuals.

Later, we discovered that the culprit of the peak at the shortest Tflash times was the
over-conservative 2.5σ-clipping that we adopted to estimate the median value of each of the
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Fig. 9.— The 3-parameter best-fit curves we fitted to the median flash-ratio values of each

amplifier. The residuals of the fits are also shown below each main panel.

50×50 pixels2 regions within each subarray. When the flash exposure time is short enough,
the amount of electrons deposited on an image due to the LED starts to become comparable
to (or even smaller than) other sources of noise and systematic effects. The most damaging
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of these effects is caused by not having corrected our images for CTE defects.5 Pixels with
many unfilled charge traps appear significantly darker than average on our images, and are
followed by an increasingly dimming trail of slightly brighter-than-average pixels in the Y

direction opposite to the readout register. The 2.5σ-clipping that we applied was harsh
enough to reject these darker pixels, but kept the associated brighter-than-average tails,

with the net result of higher-than-usual median values.

2.3. Final analysis of the data

We re-analyzed the entire sample of 88 images a third, final time, and employed a
more forgiving 3σ-clipping to estimate the median value of each 50×50 pixels2 regions.
The sudden increase of the median flash-ratio values at short Tflash times that we saw in

Figs. 6, 8 and 9 disappeared. This can be seen in the left panel of Fig. 10. The new median
flash-ratio values of amplifiers A and C at short Tflash times are just slightly higher than

unity, but sill consistent with unity within the errorbars. This deviation is likely due to
uncorrected CTE. The main discrepancy left to understand is represented by the non-flat

behavior of the flash-ratio values of amplifiers B and D.

The use of flash ratios to look for possible residual trends proved to be a helpful

diagnostic tool, and allowed us to correct the problem we found (overclipping) at short
Tflash times. Another useful tool we can use to look for systematic effects is the analysis of

the flash-based electron residuals that are left on the subarray images after the post-flash
corrected is performed by the calibration pipeline. In principle, the fully processed subarray
images should have zero electrons in their pixels, modulo uncorrected CTE effects, especially

when we consider average values over 50×50 pixels2. Any significant amount of electrons
still present on the fully-processed images should then be caused by an imperfect post-flash

correction. Using the same formalism of Eqn.1, we expect to have:

Pi,j − Bi,j − Sj −Di,j − (Li,j × Tflash) ≃ 0. (2)

We did find that the electron residuals in the fully pipeline-processed images were in

fact generally consistent with zero for amplifiers A and D, with deviations of the order
of up to ∼0.5 electrons. On the other hand, the residuals for amplifiers B and D were
all systematically offset by about −1.5 electrons (right panel of Fig. 10). This constant

electron-residual offset (similar to some sort of pedestal effect) translates into a decreasing

5At the time of writing, we still cannot correct the new subarray images for CTE defects, since the
CTE-correction pipeline is currently under development.
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Fig. 10.— (Left) Same as the bottom-left panel of Fig. 8, but for the 3σ-clipping estimates

of the median flash ratio values within the 50×50 pixels2. (Right) median values of the
electron residuals left on the images after they are fully-processed by the pipeline (including
post-flash correction).

median flash ratio for shorter flash exposure times, which is what we see in the left panel of
the figure.

After thorough investigation, it turned out that the cause of the pedestal-like offset

of the residuals of amplifiers B and D was due to an incorrect mapping of the overscan
regions in the OSCNTAB reference calibration file. Once the OSCNTAB file was fixed,
we obtained the residual trends in Fig. 11. Both the left and the right panels of Fig. 11

have the same axes and scales as those in Fig. 10, for a direct comparison. The OSCNTAB
values relative to amplifiers A and C have not changed, therefore the points corresponding

to amplifiers A and C in Figs. 10 and 11 are the same. There is still, possibly, a marginal
(to the 2σ significance level) offset of the amp-A flash electron residuals (blue points on
the right panel of Fig. 11), and it might be possible that some sort of systematic effect

is still at play, affecting amplifier-A images. Nevertheless, it is clear from Fig. 11 that
the current, full-frame post-flash correction of the reduction pipelines (both CALACS and

ACS DESTRIPE PLUS) work well also when processing the new subarray images.
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Fig. 11.— Similar to Fig. 10 but with the updated OSCNTAB values.

3. Conclusions

We have analyzed the new post-flashed subarray images of CAL-14410 (PI: D.
Golimowski) to test the feasibility and reliability of using the current, full-frame flash

reference file to correct the new post-flashed subarray modes introduced in cycle 24.
We are happy to report that the current post-flash-correction in both CALACS and
ACS DESTRIPE PLUS works nominally with the new subarrays. Moreover, the LED lamp

Opto Diode OD-800W that is used to post flash ACS images does not appear to have
suffered significant power-output losses over the years. This report further supports the

encouraging results shown in Golimowski et al. (2017) about the possibility of processing
subarray images through CALACS to the same extent and fidelity as full-frame images.

In addition, we would like to raise the attention of the reader to the more than
surprisingly satisfactory performances shown by ACS DESTRIPE PLUS in effectively

mitigating the bias stripes in subarray images, even when a significant illumination gradient
is present. As an example, we show in Fig. 12 how the post-flashed subarray image

jd2j12hcq flt.fits (WFC1A-2K aperture, 4.5 seconds of post flash, 36.3 total dark time)
looks like if processed through CALACS (left) and ACS DESTRIPE PLUS (right), without (top)
and with post-flash correction. The four panels in the figure have been Gaussian-smoothed

(kernel radius of 3 pixels) to enhance the finer bias structures over the background noise.
The flash illumination pattern peaks at about 70 electrons near the bottom-right corner of

the images, and can be as low as ∼40 electrons near the top-left corner. The flatness of the
bottom-right panel offers a clear demonstration of the capabilities of ACS DESTRIPE PLUS
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Fig. 12.— Top panels: post-flash uncorrected, Gaussian-smoothed image jd2j12hcq flt.fits
as processed by CALACS (left) and ACS DESTRIPE PLUS (right). Bottom panels: Same as the
top panels but with the FLSHCORR flag turned on.

to accurately remove the 1/f noise.
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